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Message

President’s
I

terry Shinkewski
Superintendent,
The Canal at Delacour Golf Club

hope everyone has had a chance to get some vacation time
this off season, not only is it well deserved but it seems
this year was very active for many golf courses. I was able
to have brief conversations with a few of our association
members from across the province and each had a different
story to tell. Some courses have been trying to deal with ice
since November, while other parts of the province have been
applying water to prevent other forms of winter damage.
Here’s hoping that whatever your challenges have been, you
have been successful and we can all have a strong start to
this year’s golf season.

can find the results on our website. I would like to thank
Duane Sharpe for taking on this task. I would ask any of our
members to contact the Board if they have concerns or ideas
on how we can continue to grow and serve our members.
Last April NAGA – Canada arranged meetings with the
Federal Government to educate MP’s on the benefits of the
industry of golf. This led to Alberta golf industry associations
meeting with provincial MLAs to discuss these same ideas
under the NAGA umbrella but as a provincial chapter. I have
attended meetings this past fall and winter with our other
partners in the golf industry to discuss how NAGA – Alberta
can benefit the golf industry in Alberta. It is the goal of the
provincial chapter to provide a united message from all of
the golf industry associations on any future legislation that
may affect the game of golf.

I would like to thank our current Board of Directors and Barb
Alexander for their support heading into our 2012 season.
Our Board has been busy the past few months organizing
this year’s event schedule for association meetings,
Challenge Cup and The Property Manager’s Conference. The
association conducted a superintendent survey this year and
it has provided some great feedback to us, the Board, as
to the areas we are doing well and suggestions for areas
of improvement. The number of members who responded
to the survey was very strong, and shows the strength of
our association and the commitment of it’s members to
keep it that way. If anyone has not yet seen the survey you

Once again the AGSA is proud to announce that Paul
Dodson graciously accepted to let his name stand as our
representative from Alberta for the CGSA Superintendent
of the Year. Paul was selected last year by past winners of
our Distinguished Service Award and this year’s Board of
Directors. Good Luck Paul. Alberta also hosted this year’s
CGSA Conference in February. Conference Chair James
Beebe and his organizing committee are to be congratulated
on putting together an outstanding educational opportunity.

NOTICE OF MEETING

As a final note, I wish everyone a great start to the golf
season and look forward to seeing many of you at our
spring meeting June 11th at Alberta Springs.

DATE:
LOCATION:

Monday, June 11th, 2012
Alberta Springs Golf Resort
Red Deer, AB
HOST SUPERINTENDENT:
Greg Sugden
9:00 – 9:30 am
Registration, Coffee
9:30 – 11:00 am
Speaker – TBA
11:00 – 11:15 am
Coffee Break
11:15 – 12:00 pm
AGSA Meeting
Dress Code in Effect
12:00 – 12:45 pm
Lunch
1:00 pm
Golf
6:00pm
Dinner
Golf Course Industry Affiliates will be
invited for lunch, golf and dinner.
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STRATHMORE, ALBERTA

Suppliers of
Quality Turfgrass
Professional Turf Equipment & Irrigation

- Kentucky Bluegrass Sod Regular & Fairway Cut,
Small Roll & Big Roll

flowtronex

- Fine Fescue Sod

pump stations

- Bentgrass - USGA
sand-based

otterbine
3816 - 64 Avenue SE
Calgary, AB T2C 2B4
PH: 403-279-2907		
FAX: 403-236-7995		

8108 Coronet Road
Edmonton, AB T6E 4P1
PH: 780-469-2332
FAX: 780-466-2998

www.oakcreekgolf.com

Toll Free: (888) 773-7335

- Contract Grow Available

(403) 235-TURF (8873)
www.eaglelaketurf.com

netex canada netting inc.

RCGA Golf Centre, Calgary @ 100’

6 unit cage - Carstairs, AB

Toll Free 800-936-6388 email: m.wilson@dccnet.com

CGSA

Report

2012 Canadian International Turfgrass
Conference & Trade Show

This group was instrumental in developing the educational
program, choosing seminar topics and determining the
speakers. The feedback from the delegates that attended
the conference was exceptional so thanks again to the
committee for a job well done.

Leading Change: The Economy – The Environment – The
Future. This was the theme for the CGSA 2012 annual
conference and trade show that was held in Calgary from
February 5th - 9th.

CGSA has released a benefit in the new CGSA Live Learning
Center on the CGSA website. Enrich your professional
development with conference recordings all year long. As
a special attendee benefit, All Inclusive and Full Education
attendees of this year’s CITC can access these recordings
for free, just log in using your user name and password.
Members who were unable to attend the conference are
able to purchase access to these seminars at a considerable
discount and non members are also able to access these
presentations for a reasonable cost.

I would like to thank and recognize the following Conference
Organizing Committee members for their role in putting
together a terrific education program and social events at
the 2012 CGSA conference.
Paul Dodson (Silver Springs G&CC)
Ken MacKenzie (Canyon Meadows G&CC)
Duane Sharpe (Blackhawk GC),
Jason Clouston (Olds Central Highlands GC),
Kerry Watkins (Glencoe G&CC) and
Barb Alexander (AGSA).

If you’re not a member and join the CGSA the discount cost
will apply.

Delivers brains

and brawn.

Vehicles that go where you need them to go, doing the jobs
you need them to do, day in, day out, without problems.
Brains and brawn. Now available in utility vehicles.

Club Car
Authorized Dealers
C.A.R.S. Preferred Golf Car
6615 Sparrow Drive
Leduc, Alberta T9E 7L1

(780) 777-7773
C S L Equipment Ltd
3534 48 Avenue SE
Calgary, Alberta T2B 3L6

Phil McDonald

•

Club Car Calgary

Quinn Loc (403) 248-0005
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•

3770 - 12 Street N.E. • Calgary, AB T28H9
1.800.828.6926 • clubcar.com

James Beebe
Alberta Director
CGSA

Strategic Planning

through the spectacular vineyard, sage and stone vistas and
watch the sun play tricks on the mountains.

The CGSA Board of Directors met for strategic planning
meetings prior to the semi-annual Board meetings prior
to the conference. The strategic planning meeting was
very positive with all issues relating to CGSA and the
Golf Superintendent’s profession being discussed. At the
conclusion of the meetings a new association Vision and
Mission were developed.
CGSA Vision: 	“The CGSA is essential to success in the
golf Course Management profession”
CGSA Mission:	“To promote and support the Canadian
golf course management profession”

Nestled in the Southern Okanagan Valley, on the sunny
shores of Lake Osoyoos and steps from Okanagan golf
courses and vineyards, Spirit Ridge Vineyard Resort & Spa
is located in rolling desert hills with pristine lake views and
will play host to Fall Field Day players this September.
You will want to register sooner than later as this venue is
sure to be very popular and the 140 reserved spots are sure
to sell out.
I wish everybody a successful spring and I look forward to
seeing you at the June 11th AGSA meeting at the Alberta
Springs Resort.

The reason for reviewing and updating the CGSA strategic
plan is that like many of our golf operations, the landscape
of the industry has changed significantly over the past 4
years since the latest strategic plan and mandates were
created.
CGSA must also continue to adapt to the changing
environment of the golf industry and continue to offer golf
course superintendents leadership in the areas of education,
advocacy, national representation and certification to name a
few. Stay tuned for more information in the coming months.

Fall Field Day
The CGSA is pleased to announce The Spirit Ridge Resort and
the NK’Mip Canyon Desert Golf Course in Osoyoos, British
Columbia (90 minutes from Kelowna) as the host property
for the 2012 CGSA Fall Field Day national championship.
The event will take place from September 15th to the 17th,
culminating with the CGSA national championship golf
tournament on Monday September 17th.
Expanded to a championship course in 2001, the NK’Mip
course is in symmetry with the elevated land to the north
and provides a striking blend of natural contrasts divided
into the desert-dominated Canyon Nine, which delights in
throwing the elements at an unwary golfer, and the more
laid-back Grove Nine whose verdant fairways and greens
welcome a long drive and a satisfying putt. Come play
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Poisoning

Interpretation of Acute Pesticide
A

t a recent committee meeting of Edmonton City
Councillors, information was presented that indicated
that in the Province of Alberta there were 1021 poisonings
attributed to pesticides from April 2005 – March 2006.
This statistic was, no doubt, taken into consideration as
the committee members deliberated on whether to move
forward with a ‘cosmetic’ pesticide ban within the City of
Edmonton.

The Poison and Drug Information Service (PADIS) within
Alberta Health Services were very helpful in breaking down
these statistics and also provided some other poisoning
statistics. These discussions led to a further meeting to
discuss the future of information as it was gathered by
PADIS, so that better decisions could be made in the future
about pesticide safety.
Acute poisonings are considered to be an immediate effect
as a result of exposure to a toxic substance, whereas,
chronic poisonings are from long term exposures. For the
acute poisonings, the statistics showed that 88% of the
poisonings occur in the home and that the medical outcome
of 84% of the poisonings had either: no effect, a minor
effect, or presumably a non-toxic effect as there was no
further reporting. There were no reports of a major effect
or death.

It took some digging, but eventually the source of the
information was located in a David Suzuki Foundation
publication entitled: Northern Exposure – Acute Pesticide
Poisonings in Canada (Author David R. Boyd). They stated
that these statistics were derived from the provincial poison
control centre.

The statistics presented in table 1 paint a very revealing
picture. The insect and miscellaneous repellents were
the highest group of overall poisonings with a total of 461
poisonings, with DEET (active ingredient in insect repellent)
causing 200 poisonings and pepper spray causing an
additional 165 poisonings.
The next major group of pesticide poisonings was from
insecticides. House and garden killer for flies, hornets
and wasps made up a large portion of the poisonings and
even flea and tick shampoo was mentioned. Rodenticide
poisonings were also reported quite frequently, with rat and
mouse poisons making up the largest portion of the group.
As far as herbicides were concerned, 147 poisoning calls
were received. The three most frequently mentioned
herbicides were glyphosate (40), dicamba (24), and 2,4-D
(12). Glyphosate is not used on turf as it is a non-selective
herbicide. Dicamba and 2,4-D are used for agricultural
and turf purposes and it is expected that some of these
poisonings could be attributed to both of these purposes.
Within the herbicide category there were almost half of
the poisonings that were from an unknown source. An
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Statistics

jim ross
Prairie Turfgrass
Research Centre

official with Alberta Health Services indicated that they were
implementing a new system for collection of the data which
would be consistent across the country. This new system
would hopefully identify many of the ‘unknowns’ so that a
better analysis of the statistics could take place.
The data listed in table 1 also presents information on plant
growth agents which are not clearly defined. In addition,
fungicides which are commonly used on golf courses,
would not likely contribute to poisonings in the home.
Breakdown of Pesticide
Related Calls

ALBERTA 2005-06
Pesticide Group
Insect Repellents

283

Insecticides

197

Miscellaneous Repellents

178

Herbicides

147

Rodenticides

113

Plant Growth Agents

87

Fungicides

37

Miscellaneous Pesticides

27

Wood Preservatives
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Alberta Health also presented statistics on overall poisonings
and what groups were responsible. Common analgesics
and antipyretics (Aspirin, Tylenol and Advil) account for
the largest percentage of overall poisonings (16.7%).
Pesticides accounted for 4.1% of the overall poisonings.
Presumably the 10,000 other poisonings were from a
number of miscellaneous groups.
# of entries
in computer system

Poison Group
Analgesics/Antipyretics

4434

16.7%

Household Cleaning Products

2337

8.8%

Personal Care Products/Cosmetics

1710

6.4%

Psychotherapeutic Agents

1243

4.7%

9

1213

4.6%

Antihistamine drugs

1138

4.3%

Pesticides

1086

4.1%

Foreign Bodies

1031

3.9%

Fumes/Gases/Vapors

1023

3.8%

993

3.7%

Hydrocarbons

These statistics point out that there is a very small percentage
of the overall poisonings from pesticides that are commonly
used on turf. It also points out that the majority of pesticide
poisonings occur in the home and that, no doubt, many
occur as a result of careless storage and use.
Pesticide safety is a high priority in today’s society and
we need to continue to develop better and more complete
information so that pesticide usage can continue to be an
important tool for the management of quality turfgrass.

Table 1 – Breakdown of calls received by PADIS in the pesticide group.

ALBERTA

Alcohols/Glycols

Regional

Reports

Regional Report – South

Regional Report – Calgary

It has been an interesting winter in the south. For the most
part it was an open winter with no permanent snow cover.
Snowfalls were few and far between. A number of golf courses
reported that watering of greens did have to take place due to
the continual winds and lack of moisture. During an extended
warm spell in January, various trees and shrubs did start to
bud out and certain turf areas did seem to break dormancy.
The cold did return around conference time and a well-timed
dump of snow at the end of February, ( 9”) helped provide
some much needed moisture in the Medicine Hat area. Even
with the late snow the courses are reporting good winter
survival with virtually no winter damage. The above normal
temperatures have continued and golf courses and driving
ranges were opening up in the middle of March.

As I write this, it appears winter may be finally appearing
in the Calgary market with lower temperatures and snow in
the forecast; guess we will wait and see what happens as
Calgary weather can change in a heartbeat.
Most of the courses contacted reported they had adequate
snow cover up to January 4th but were mostly bare now
due to temperatures in the teens and winds in the 80+ km/h
range. The snow on January 10th was welcome but the
proceeding winds blew it away by days end.
The courses reporting back sound very optimistic at this
point with no ice. Some do have concerns of desiccation
from the extreme winds and high temperatures but these
courses are tank watering as needed. With the wind, most
courses also report damage to trees and some tarps as well
as bunker sand being blown out of traps.

Dustin Zdan
Connaught Golf Club

One observation with the rapid melt was a collection of blue
dye in low points on greens from the spray marker used.
The Superintendent is a little concerned about the efficacy of
his fungicides after the movement of that particular product.

Regional Report – Central
For the most part clubs are getting into the swing of
prepping for spring start-up. Out at Alberta Springs they are
in full mode of clearing greens and no real issues at this
point. They will be finishing up a tee project prior to hosting
the AGSA Spring Meeting. Innisfail has also started to clear
a few greens. In Lacombe they are wrapping up equipment
maintenance and starting to clear trails in preparation for
clearing of greens. At Pine Hills we have started clearing
trails and get around the course, we are also in the process
of clearing ice from our #18 green. Looking forward to some
tee renovations in the spring. Good luck to everyone as they
open their courses for another season, and hopefully we
can all survive the challenges Mother Nature has thrown our
way for another year.

John Faber
Springbank Links Golf Club

NEW-TECH TURF
LT D .

P R O D U C T S

Box 41172 Edmonton, AB T6J 6M7

Dave Whiting
President
Cell: 780-497-1327

Mike Johnson
Pine Hills Golf Club

Bob Choma

Technical Consultant
Cell: 403-680-1151
karenandbob@shaw.ca

Toll Free: 1-888-429-8873 Phone: (780) 440-6959
Fax: (780) 465-2223 E-mail: newtech@telus.net
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Regional Report – Edmonton & North
With the mild winter we went through, ice formation and
desiccation are a common topic of conversation. At this
point in time it is a bit early to forecast the effects of the
ice layers that formed, but with all of the creativity and the
differing techniques used I am optimistic that those efforts
will shine through in the next couple of weeks. Currently,
clubs that choose to remove snow are out there blowing it
off their turf, while others are letting it melt on its own, with
almost everyone reporting healthy turf conditions.
I have also had conversations with some of our
superintendents a little farther north of us in Edmonton
and they are also reporting similar March conditions. Fort
McMurray is having a traditional winter with light snow
pack for most of the winter, which should result in good
spring turf conditions. Grande Prairie had a similar winter
to the Edmonton region with a few thaws that created some
localized ice layers. All in all superintendents are reporting
good spring time turf conditions.
The weather forecast looks favorable so most clubs are
preparing to open for play in early to mid April to kick off
another great golf season.
Brad Eshpeter
RedTail Landing Golf Club

We supply high quality products
in conjunction with expertise and
exceptional service.
Distributors of:

Clark’s Supply & Service Ltd.
124 Orchard Way
Strathmore, AB T1P 1R8
Phone 1-866-224-8873
or 403-901-0018
Check out our web site for all the lines we carry!
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www.clarkssupply.com

Superintendent

Profile

Brad Eshpeter

2 seasons, and before that I was the assistant superintendent
at Goose Hummock Golf Resort in Gibbons for 4 seasons, and
then I worked at Daysland Golf Club for 6 seasons.

RedTail Landing Golf Club

Q6. Tell us about your golf course and what your biggest
challenges are there.
RedTail Landing Golf Club is an 18 hole links style championship
golf course with an 11 hole A4 Bentgrass putting course. The
golf course is family owned and managed by Sid Puddicombe
and his three sons Tod, Mark, and Grant. Throughout my time
at RedTail Landing Golf Club, the Puddicombe family has
replaced the typical Owner/Superintendent relationship with
more of a family atmosphere. With this relationship, comes
a wealth of networking contacts and years of experience in
maintaining high quality turf and construction techniques. Our
biggest challenge would be trying to manage the inconsistent
weather patterns over the last few years, and still providing
pristine consistent playing conditions for a busy golf course.

Where were you born and raised?
I was born and raised in a small town
in Central Alberta called Daysland.
Daysland had a population of about
700 people at the time, and I lived
there and worked at the 9-hole golf course in the summers
throughout high school and graduated from Fairview College
the spring of 1993.
Q2. Did you come from a big or small family?
I would consider us a small family. I have two older sisters.
Q3. Are you married with children?
Yes I am married to my beautiful wife of 17 years, Cindy. We
have four biological kids. A girl Taelar (16), a boy Devon (14),
a girl Payton (10), and a boy Parker (6). As well, four years
ago we became foster parents. So we have been parents
to many other children. We currently have three additional
children with us with the oldest about to turn 3. Yes, we are a
very busy household.

Q7. What are your preferences for golf course equipment
and fertilizers?
My first job working on a golf course was mowing greens with
a TORO GM 3. I will never forget the day learning how to lift
and mow with the foot pedals and scalping the collar on the
sixth green at Daysland. I also logged many hours mowing
fairways with a TORO Parkmaster nine gang mower. Ever
since then I have always had a special bond with most TORO
products. We currently use most of the professional services
of Brett Young supplied products.

Q4. What made you decide on a career in turfgrass
management and what would you be if you hadn’t become
a superintendent?
Living in Daysland in the late 80’s, the job market was very
limited. I was one of the lucky ones to get a job working at the
golf course. And I have never really looked back. I did try one
year of college leading towards a Bachelor of Phys. Ed. with
the thought of becoming a Phys. Ed Teacher, but one winter
living away from home brought me back to work again at the
golf course.

Q8. Do you use any water treatment devices such as a sulfur
burner or acid injection?
No sulfur burner or acid injection, but we do apply a lot of
calcium based products to help balance sodium levels.
Q9. Has your Club addressed the Occupational Health and
Safety issue?
Yes. And I am proud of the fact that in the Spring of 2011 we
were visited by OH & S and a thorough audit was performed
and we passed with flying colors. We have a working copy of
a safety policy and procedure manual, which is always being
revamped. I cannot stress this enough a safety manual should

Q5. How many years have you been at your current golf
course and where did you work previously?
This season will be 9 years at RedTail Landing Golf Club.
Previously I was at Coloniale Golf Club in Beaumont for 5
years as the golf course superintendent. I was the assistant
superintendent at Meadow Gardens in Pitt Meadows, BC for
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be freshened up continually.
Q10. Do you have any renovations/construction planned
this year?
We are continuously improving drainage and cartpath
resurfacing. And this year we will be giving our main entrance
to the golf course a much needed makeover.
Q11. What is your favorite travel destination?
Disneyland with the family.
Q12. What is your favorite restaurant?
Ruth’s Chris steaks are unforgettable.
Q13. What golf course would you play if you had your
choice?
Augusta National
Q14. What do you like to do away from the course?
We like to take the trailer out and camp a bit in the summer
when we get a chance.
Q15. Do you have any mentors?
Every boss I have ever worked for I have learned a lot from.
Dwayne Doll was the first superintendent I worked for and
then moved out to BC to work for again years later. Allen
McBain was the superintendent at Goose Hummock and we
had a very close friendship, and now working with Sid, Tod,
Mark, and Grant Puddicombe.

Pumptronics
Head Office
1-888-222-6676

Q16. Is there anything that you would like to add?
I have many conversations with friends about work and many
are envious about how close our industry is and how we all
know one another. It is very different from other industries or
professions. Being part of a fantastic group of professionals
makes going to work very fulfilling. The AGSA plays a very
important role in building these relationships, so I encourage
everyone to become involved and take advantage of our
meetings and play golf at some great golf courses.
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Western Canada
Sales
403.360.5857

Western Canada
Service
1.877.666.6940

SUPERINTENDENT’S

CUP 2012

T

he 2012 edition of the Superintendents Cup was held on
Friday, March 16th in Innisfail and once again featured
teams from Edmonton, Central, Mountain and Calgary. This
year’s format saw the 2010 Champions, Central, taking on
Calgary in the first game of the day with Central advancing
to the final. The second game of the morning saw Edmonton
face off against Mountain and resulted in Mountain
advancing to the final.

With only a very short break between games Edmonton
was back on the ice to face Calgary in the “Bronze” medal
game. Fatigue may have played a role in the outcome, but
a well contested game nonetheless with Calgary coming
out victorious. The “Gold” medal game at 2pm featured the
reigning champs “Central” taking on the always dangerous
Mountain team out of Canmore. This was a well played game
and could have gone either way at times, but in the end
Central came out on top and retained their Chamionship.

TEAM ROSTERS

Central Alberta
Cory Becker
Darren Black
Steven Black
Corey Cheshire
CJ Dahl
Mitch Davidson
Jordan Earl
Mike Johnson
Justin Jones
Nick Robichaud
Connor Winslow
Chuck Goodwin
Kent Wing

Edmonton
Brett Young Turf
Innisfail Golf & C.C.
Alberta Springs Golf Resort
Acme/Trochu Golf Club
Lacombe Golf & C.C.
Dinosaur Trail Golf & C.C.
Pine Hills Golf Club
Pine Hills Golf Club
Lacombe Golf & C.C.
Alberta Springs Golf Resort
The Nursery Golf & C.C.
Goodwin Golf Ltd.
Innisfail Golf & C.C.

Steve Taylor
Dean Moravec
Travis Unger
Trevor Gibson
Aaron Francouer
Jeff Lefebvre
Todd Paquette
Jim Shannon
Brad Eshpeter
Erik Mitskopolous
Dave Genio
Pete Francis
Brent Wyley
Duane Sharpe
Chris Melanson
Josh Denman
Ted Genereaux
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Oakcreek
Oakcreek
Brett Young
Turf Canada
Coloniale Golf Club
Coloniale Golf Club
Millwoods Golf Course
Jagare Ridge
RedTail Landing
Mayfair
Coal Creek Golf Resort
Leduc G&CC
Black Bull
Blackhawk
Puddicombe Golf
RedTail Landing
Northern Bear

Wade Bishop
Superintendent,
McKenzie Meadows Golf Club
Well done to Mike Johnson and his team – he says they only
skated together a couple of times. (Suuure !!)

Marshall and Consolidated Turf; Trent Williamson and
Agrium Direct Solutions; Trevor Gibson and Turf Canada;
and Graydon Pease and Clark’s Supply.

All the players would like to take this opportunity to thank
our corporate sponsors who graciously supported the
tournament and contributed to its success. Thank you to;
Dean Moravec and Oakcreek Golf and Turf; Travis Unger
and Brett Young; Phil MacDonald and Club Car; JP Thibault
and Martin Equipment; Kelly Watkins and Keso Turf; Scott

I would also like to thank Mike Johnson, Reid Solodan and
Dean Moravec for all their help organizing and making this
event happen. Looking forward to 2013!

Mountain
Reid Solodan
Robin Sadler
Evan Olauson
Duane Epp
Stu Leachman
Craig Patrick
Tim Clippingdale
Colin Bowes
Bob Novecosky
Scott Stevens
Mark Blackwood
Calvin McNeely
Terry Bond
Kris Sippola
Travis Mann
Mark Bunness
Trent Williamson

Calgary
Canmore Golf Course
Silvertip Resort
Silvertip Resort
Stewart Creek Golf Course
Stewart Creek Golf Course
Canmore Golf Course
Silvertip Golf Course
Silvertip Golf Course
Sundre Golf Course
Canmore Golf Course
Silvertip Golf Course
Kananaskis Golf Course
Kananaskis Golf Course
Canmore Golf Course
Silvertip Golf Course
Silveritp Golf Course
Agrium Direct Solutions

Chris Prodahl
Chris Nelson
Chris Murray
Pat Johnson
Brian Denomme
Kelly Watkins
Dave Schramm
Dave Landry
Mike Jones
Pat Kennedy
Wade Bishop
Steve Lockhart
John Faber
Tyler Patroch
Dave Harms
Albert Wong
Chris Paterson
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Priddis Greens
Canyon Meadows
Willow Park
Elbow Springs
Willow Park
Keso Turf
Strathmore Golf Club
Explosive Landscaping
Oakcreek
Eastern Poly
McKenzie Meadows
Priddis Greens
Springbank Links
Cottonwood
Springbank Links
Blue Devil
Glencoe

You Can Fix the Seasonal Recruitment Challenge
Part 3 Employment Branding

Employment Branding – Where Do I Start?

The People

As an overview, let’s get you thinking about the component
parts that make ‘Employment Branding’ successful. You
can think of the component parts as building blocks around
which you can shape your thinking, strategy, decisions, and
eventual actions to take. The top five are as follows: The
People; The Product; The Opportunities; The Messaging;
and The Contact Points.

A fundamental principle in marketing is to understand your
audience. Start by thinking about your seasonal workers and
make a list of what you think their real needs are. Better yet,
solicit that information directly through interviews or short
questionnaires. If your pool is large enough, you will start
to see core themes and needs emerge with some regularity
and consistency. You need to start thinking of seasonal
workers as a client or customer group. Like any customer,
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– But You May Not Like It!

A three part series on improving the
recruitment and retention of seasonal workers.

you want an exchange of product or service for money. You
want to anticipate the customer needs and address them
pro-actively to attract and keep them involved with you.
This might have to be done on a oneon-one basis. I tend to find real benefit
in having a “what are your real needs”
conversation with potential candidates
during the screening and recruiting
process. This allows the organization to
provide customized individual low cost
solutions as a condition of employment
with performance expectations in return.

Marc LaVoie, CHRP
On Purpose Training &
HR Consulting

As in all marketing, find your employee’s pain point and
provide relief. From there you need to think about those
needs and how you might address them in your business
model, hiring, or service approach.
Here’s a simple example. On the F&B
side of the business, you can expect
that seasonal workers that are full-time
students work the summer to pay bills
and fuel studies, and will also want
time off to rest, play and socialize with
family and friends. This is actually a
very healthy and responsible student
approach to work-life balance that
should not be translated into a lack of commitment or work
Your Paths
Like
This?
ethic by theDo
organization.
Work-lifeLook
balance is
very important
Letsafer
Usworkplaces,
Smoothhigher
Them
For You!and
to maintaining
performance,
happier more cooperative and collaborative work teams.
This example points to an apparent need to provide seasonal
workers with ‘scheduled time off by agreement’. Why not
hire two or three floaters whose primary responsibility it
is to cover for others who are taking their scheduled time
off. It represents little extra expense to the organization and
could save you tons of scheduling and replacement shift
headaches.

More and more workers
think of themselves as
‘independent contractors
or free agents’

Do Your Paths Look Like This?
Let Us Smooth Them For You!

More and more workers think of themselves as ‘independent
contractors or free agents’ who are negotiating their
needs against yours under a mutual service agreement.
Quite a mature and grown up perspective wouldn’t you
say? For many organizations this kind of thinking will be
a big challenge because they are anchored to the belief
that workers are not on par with the organization (equal in
power or importance). Times have changed and so has this
assumption.
Let’s not forget that employees are stakeholders too! If the
Callfor
Todd
Creighton,
Concrete
real needs
the working
relationship,Everything
mutual good
will
403-830-5959
and respect are not met or maintained, the worker will give
Referrals
available.
you minimal effort. Worse
yet, workers
will vote with their

Call Todd Creighton, Everything Concrete
403-830-5959
Referrals available.

continued on page 18
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recruitment challenges Continued from page17
feet and leave you hanging like any under satisfied customer
could. Going forward, organizations are better off thinking
about workers and ‘Business Partners’. This equalizes the
power in the employment contract relationship but also
means that holding people accountable for upholding their
end of the contract becomes more forefront and expected.

feedback from willing and ecstatically satisfied customers?
Talk about some of the challenges of the work and what you
are attempting to do about it. Make a direct appeal for the
kind of worker and professional you want to hire. Have a
department head talk about your organization involvement
on social and environmental initiative.

Organizations need to start humanizing their brand with
real stories about real people and their experiences with
the organization. There are a variety of ways to do this.
First, your career page needs to become more dynamic
and interesting by moving away from just long lists of
positions to be filled. It’s not very interesting stuff. You
could profile departments. Tape and post interviews with
you best employees. Have informational clips about the
‘Organizational Culture’ you’re creating and the kind of
workplace you are aspiring to be. Why not video and post

Can you see how these marketing steps might help you
attract more of the kind of workers you are looking for? By
matching interests, values and fit, you stand a better chance
of attracting better candidates that are more naturally
aligned with you as a business. If your competition gets on
board with some of these ideas before you do, where will
that leave you?

The Product
Every important task in an organization results in a product
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or service-as-product. From the ‘Employment Brand’
perspective, more of your communication needs to be
focused on the quality and delivery of those products and
services. I’m not talking about long lists of spec sheets and
task descriptions. Communicate the ‘emotional buy-in
experience’ that has people really understand what you
aim to deliver. Those kinds of messages allow people to
self-identify as being a fit with you or not. I’ll give you an
example in just a few moments but first let me qualify my
statement with the following: ‘your product message needs
to be short and directed to the end result as experienced
by the end user’. Compare these two
statements:
We use only the best
ingredients to prepare
nutritionally balanced meals.
The meal was so delectable
that it was worth the few extra
calories. I’m going back!
Which message has more emotional appeal?
Which one makes you more curious? Which
one pushes you to want to know where and
what they ate? Which one attracts someone
to you and says more about the quality of
the experience they will share with you. Put
simply, which one got you the emotional
buy-in?

you must also think about opportunities as a year round
effort. By opportunities, I do not just mean employment
opportunities. I mean opportunities to remain involved
and in touch with you as an organization. If you are not
already doing this with your seasonal workers, then here are
a few ideas for your consideration:
Why not invite your best seasonal workers to the Company
Christmas Party?
Create an incentive program that offers five seasonal
workers a substantial financial bonus, bursary or reward of
their choice for reaching all of the following
performance objectives:
scoring above 85% on a peer evaluation
maintaining at least a 95% attendance record
completing a minimum of service hours over
the span of their seasonal employment
working to their pre-arranged end date

…(create)
opportunities to
remain involved
and in touch
with you as an
organization…

Offer an option of first refusal on a similar
position next year with a moderate increase
in hourly pay for returning (increasing over
the frequency of returning years) and line
them up a month earlier.
Allow them first considered for cross
training opportunities, seasonal leadership,
and training roles.

Invite them to be part of a short list of candidates who
are first to be considered for part-time or full-time work
opportunities if there are openings or special projects.

If workers understand more clearly the emotional impact
of their work on others, it’s more motivating to accept
personal responsibility for the behaviours which lead to
those results. This should be factored into performance
management conversations and regular feedback. For it to
work, you need to be on top of what your members and
customer think and feel about the products and services
you provide. Organizations need to start thinking differently
about employment as a product they are selling and make it
as appealing and targeted to the right audience as possible.

Have occasional open houses and ask your best seasonal
workers to host the event. You might even get them involved
in sourcing candidates from their network or contact pool.
Host a cross country ski day, snow shoe clinic, or sleigh
ride event on the golf course during the winter months. Ask
them to invite two friends that might like to work for you
next season. Have a photographer and make the pictures
available to them so they can post hem on their social media
sites with their friends and other contacts.

The Opportunities
This factor is one of the most important. If you start thinking
about seasonal recruitment as a year round effort, then

continued on page 20
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recruitment challenges Continued from page19
If you’re in the business of Employment Branding then
you’re in the business of emotional marketing and that
means the quality and truthfulness in your messaging is
a huge part of whether or not you can attract and keep the
best talent. It does mean upping your game to becoming an
enlightened employer: one who treats workers as business
partners and with the same care and consideration you
would as a customer or real stakeholder in the business
because the truth is, they are. I fear for the long term survival
of any organization that cannot make this fundamental shift
in the way they value their workforce.

Keep your best workers involved in paid or unpaid occasional
off season projects: the ones you never get round to. Keep
in mind that several are University students who are looking
for credit based work assignments.
Have an open house for the parents of employees who will
be retiring and looking for part time jobs or work.
Have your best seasonal worker do presentations as guest
speakers in high schools, colleges, employment agencies,
and new immigrant associations. Involve those workers in
early screening of potential candidates and give them a bonus
for successful hires that work the season.

The Messaging

Customer service
breaks down to
the quality of the
contact points
between you and
the customer.

Most people want to align themselves with
people and organizations that support,
value, cherish and live up to their ideals
for a world view. When you think about
your ‘Employment Brand’ you must first and
foremost realize that you are in the business
of ‘emotional marketing’. This means the
leadership, staff, customers and members
of your organization become agents for your
emotional messaging. The messaging needs
to appeal to people on a very human interest
level. In most cases it needs to be short and
sweet and speak directly to their ‘it fits with
me’ buttons, authentically. That sounds a little ominous to live
up to but maybe not as hard as you might think.

The Contact Points
At the most basic level, customer service
breaks down to the quality of the contact
points between you and the customer.
Why is it then that we treat recruitment
and employee relationships any differently?
If you think about potential employment
candidates and employees as customers,
then it becomes much more difficult to take
them for granted, take advantage of them,
or dismiss them. If you understand the
principles of ‘Servant Leadership’ than you
will find this new approach easy to embrace
and to live by.

Servant leadership recognizes that satisfied and motivated
people tend to live up to their potential. Servant Leaders
contribute to the well-being of others by looking to the
un-met needs of the individual and their community (be
it work or social). They are constantly looking and asking
important questions about how they might help others solve
the problems in the way of best performance and look for
opportunities to promote personal development. Servant
leadership can define your organizational culture (the way
we do things around here) in a way that truly distinguishes
you from other employers in the marketplace. Imagine the
impact that could have on your recruitment efforts.

I worked with a client recently who was looking at improving
their retention rate over the probationary period. Long
story short, we started advertizing the following ‘emotional
message’. “At ABC Company, no one fails their probation
because it’s on us to have you succeed.” Think about that
message for a minute. What does it do for your candidate
audience if you think about them as your customer? Do you
think it might inspire a sense of confidence, loyalty, fairness
and the belief that we as an organization care about their
long term engagement with us? Internally, the organization
needed to realign their leadership and performance feedback
systems but those changes made them a better company to
work for.

Contact points are also opportunities to re-connect, learn,
grow, and share something together with your seasonal
employees. To support your Employment Brand, your
organization should consider seasonal contact points for
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your seasonal workers. If the Company Christmas Party is
one contact point, then that will leave you with only two or
three to think about and plan for over the course of a year.
Here are a few ideas:

human side of your business? “Congratulation to Tony
Earthly our veteran grounds keeper on the birth of his lovely
5 pound 8 oz baby girl, Stephanie. Welcome Stephanie to the
ABC Club family.” That’s it! Short and sweet and humanly
meaningful. What would that kind of messaging say about
you as a company, as an employer and as a member of the
community?

Have a subject matter expert in your organization do an
in-house training on a subject that is relevant to your best
seasonal staff and invite them to attend under an RSVP.
Make the evening a 50/50. Half learning and half social so
people can interact, swap stories about where they are and
what hey are doing. You know...the real relationship building
stuff. Your relevant department head and line
leaders should be present to reconnect with
your seasonal workers on a personal basis.
Hold a special guest speaker event, coffee,
food, or wine menu tasting and invite only
your best seasonal workers and their best
referral candidate to learn about the Club and
use this event as an opportunity to increase
candidate interest in your organization. You
could use this as an informal or formal prescreening event.

This article sought to give you some insight into solving
the seasonal recruitment challenge. Solving the challenge
requires a different mind set, approach, leadership
commitment and some creative new ways
to build and maintain relationships that are
mutually interesting and beneficial.

…(create)
opportunities (for
employees) to
remain involved
and in touch
with you as an
organization…

Your Employment Brand and emotional
messaging are keys to this effort. It might
take you 6 months to a year to get your
Employment Brand up and running.
Eventually to thrive in an increasingly
competitive labour market, traditional
recruitment methods will have to give way
to consumer demand approaches, the
consumer being your workforce. They too
are learning that they can vote with their feet
and their dollars. They conscientiously do
and will continue to do so. They will likely
make your Club or your business a better
service provider and place to work if you are
able to embrace the higher level business strategies it will
require to survive in a competitive marketplace.

Contact points can also be digital in nature.
Is there a one page newsletter that you
can send out by email with information of
relevant topics, events or happenings in
the Club or industry? Are there bi-monthly
tweets you could send out to remind people
you are there and keep them informed about employment
opportunities? Are there information tidbits about the staff
that can be shared safely and with permission to show the
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Should you wish to explore these ideas further, On Purpose
Training & HR Consulting would be happy to discuss them
with you.

For
All Your
Golf Course
Supplies

Marc Lavoie, CHRP: Marc is the OwnerOperator of On Purpose Training & HR
Consulting, specialising in organizational
development and leadership for small
to medium sized businesses. He can be
reached at 403.988.8790 or marclavoie@
shaw.ca.

Sales Consultants
Rob Veno (N. Alta. & BC)
(780) 910-8402
Southern / Central Alta.
(403) 263-4200

Tom Wright (Sask.)
(306) 921-7615
John Lipski (Southern BC)
(250) 862-0967

915 - 23 Avenue SE • Calgary, AB T2G 1P1 • (403) 263-4200
Fax:

(403) 237-0029 • E-mail: progar@telusplanet.net
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remember

memberS

Dates to

New

Dave Alexander

Superintendent,
City of Edmonton

June 11th

1st Meeting
– Alberta Springs Golf Resort
Industry Affiliates will be Invited

Alex Evoy

Assistant Superintendent,
Glencoe Golf & C.C.

July 23rd / 24th

Brent Kadwell

Assistant Superintendent,
Glencoe Golf & C.C.

Challenge Cup – Radium, BC
The Springs at Radium /
Eagle Ranch

August 20th

Kerry Watkins

Superintendent,
Glencoe Golf & C.C.

2nd Meeting
– Windermere Golf & C.C.
AGSA Championship

September 17th

CGSA Fall Field Day – Osoyoos, BC
NK’Mip Canyon Desert Golf Course

October 2nd

3rd Meeting
– Springbank Links Golf Club

Nicholas Weisgerber Assistant Superintendent,
Elbow Springs Golf Club

move

November 27th – 29th AGSA Property
Manager’s Conference
Radisson Hotel & Conference
Centre – Canmore, AB

On the

Brock Armstrong
Mac Baker
CJ Dahl
Brian Denomme
Randy Gallant
Jim Heath
Lyle Jaremcio
Lincoln Julie
Cam Kusiek
Andrea Li
Shawn Marjoram
Clayton Mendiuk
Chris Murray
Mike Stewart
Kelsey Villeneuve
Albert Wong
Brent Wyley

From	To
Superintendent, Golf Canada Calgary Centre
Greener Pastures
Assistant, Millwoods Golf Course
Superintendent, Cottonwood Coulee GC
Assistant, Lacombe Golf & C.C.
Superintendent, Lacombe Golf & C.C.
Assistant, Willow Park Golf & C.C.
Superintendent, Willow Park Golf & C.C.
Superintendent, The Dunes Golf & C.C.
Superintendent, Ponoka Golf Club
Superintendent, Vegreville Golf Club
Greener Pastures
Superintendent, Smoky Lake Golf Club
Fawn Meadows Golf Club
Superintendent, Lynx Ridge Golf Club
City of Calgary
Assistant, Wolf Creek Golf Resort
Superintendent, River Bend Golf & Rec Area
Assistant, Willow Park Golf & C.C.
Assistant, Connaught Golf Club
Assistant, Lynx Ridge Golf Club
Superintendent, Lynx Ridge Golf Club
Superintendent, Fox Hollow Golf Club
Superintendent, Smoky Lake Golf Club
Assistant, Strathmore Golf Club
Assistant, Willow Park Golf & C.C.
Superintendent, Lacombe Golf & C.C.
Superintendent, Wolf Creek Golf Resort
Superintendent, Ponoka Golf Club
Greener Pastures
Assistant, Glencoe Golf & C.C.
Assistant, Blue Devil Golf Club
Assistant, Blackhawk Golf Club
Superintendent, Black Bull Golf Resort
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What’s in a droplet of water?
With Redox Turf solutions,
in a word, everything.
Redox Turf’s scientifically developed soluble
formulas efficiently and cost-effectively deliver
the nutrients grass and plants need to thrive,
improving playing conditions and visual appeal.
To find out why Redox Turf provides the most
complete, efficient and environmentally friendly
fertility solutions, please contact your Brett
Young representative today.

Redox Turf Products · Redox Chemicals, LLC · www.redoxturf.com

Distributed by

Northern Alberta
Travis Unger 780-886-9661
Cory Becker 587-989-5035
Southern Alberta
Eric Kauffmann 1-403-512-5053
www.brettyoung.ca
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PROPHESY FUNGICIDE
TM

DISEASE CONTROL WITH
DG PRO TECHNOLOGY

Prophesy fungicide delivered to your turf via FAST ACTING DG Pro
technology provides PREVENTION of common turf diseases.
Dispersing Granule Technology makes Prophesy the IDEAL product
for greens, tees and low-cut fairways. With light watering, Prophesy
immediately dissolves into target areas, providing effective control of turf
diseases while ELIMINATING any chance of mower pickup, runoff,

Each DG Pro granule breaks down
into thousands of micro particles
that rapidly melt into the soil

or ball/shoe pickup.

©2012 All rights reserved.
®™ The Andersons, Nutri DG and
Prophesy are trademarks of The Andersons, Inc.
Always read and follow label directions.

www.andersonsturf-intl.com

Keso Turf Supplies Ltd.
7237 Wilson Avenue
Delta, B.C. V4G 1E5
1-800-665-1988

We’ve got it.

NOW OPEN
IN CALGARY!

We are a full line supplier of Fertilizer, Seed and Turf Protection
Products for Western Canada for Golf Courses, Municipalities and
Landscapers.
TerraLink: Rooted in your community.
TerraLink is proud to represent the following brands:

Richardson
Seed
TM

®

Value Products ULC

Toll Free: 1-800-661-4559
Tye Coldwell: (587) 223-2041
www.tlhort.com

